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4gl; Fourth-Generation Programming Language, ABAP, SAS. The kit provides one-stop shopping for Xbase developers who want to move to PowerBuilder as their client/server development tool set, according to the...
file). PowerBuilder Links (.PBL) - PowerBuilder 6 Books - LevineCentral It's for the COBOL programmer and the Xbase or the Visual Basic programmer who wishes to come up to speed with PowerBuilder whenever possible. Greg Nunemacher (Author of LAN Primer) - Goodreads 4 Feb 2018. Powerbuilder Serial Port Programming Borland/Codegear/Embarcadero Delphi including Delphi XE versions, Xbase++, PowerBasic, dBase, InfoWorld - Google Books Result It looks like we don't have any trending developers for PowerBuilder. If you create a PowerBuilder repository, you can really own the place. We'd even let it slide